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Passive Income, Niche Sites, Tropical Islands - that’s what people think of (and what

most of them want) when they think about starting a business online.

All of those things are great, and the passive income holy grail is attainable, but for

most people? It’s not the best place to start.

Let me let you in on a little secret:

The easiest way to make money online is through freelancing.

For the first 4 years after leaving my job, I primarily paid the bills through freelance

writing and SEO. Nearly all of our most successful Location Rebel Academy

members started with freelancing.

And it’s what I recommend you do too.

This guide covers some of the absolute basics and most important things to

consider as you’re beginning to think about a budding freelance career.

Can it really be done in 48 hours? After you’ve read through this book, you can

implement the basics and get started in a weekend. Sure there’s a lot more to learn,

but this will get you going down the right path.

I can’t wait to talk to you more soon.

 

Introduction
 



I frequently get asked the question from readers “how do I become a writer?”

I find it slightly ironic that I usually get that question via email, so the inevitable

answer becomes “well, you already are a writer.”

But what about those people who simply want to get better at writing?

As far as I’m concerned, writing is the most important skill one can have.

Being a good writer leads to being a

better and more coherent thinker.

It’s also one of the few mediums that no

matter what you do, or who you are in

life, you will write nearly every day.

Whether it’s simply sending an email or

updating your Facebook status, being able to clearly articulate your thoughts is an

incredibly valuable skill.

Over the last week, you’ve probably seen a lot of people on your Facebook feed

who both can and cannot articulate their ideas well – and there’s been a lot of

animosity between both given the extraordinary political times our world is in.

Regardless of whether it’s in your personal or professional life, it’s impossible to

deny how valuable the skill is.

But just because we all write, doesn’t necessarily mean we’re all “writers”.

How to Become a Writer (In
10 Easy Steps)



In this post, I’m not only going to teach you how to become a better writer, but I’m

going to help you understand why it’s so important to continue developing your

writing skills in the process.

Too lazy to read the whole thing? No problem, here’s the short version

How to Become a Writer (Short Version)

1. Become a better reader

2. Write Everyday

3. Start a Blog

4. Read the book “Everybody Writes” by Ann Handley

5. Enroll in an Online Writing Course

6. Find a Place to Get Honest Critiques

7. Start Journaling

8. Practice Becoming More Conversational

9. “Write Drunk, Edit Sober”

10. Recognize Why You Want to Become a Writer

It’s as simple as that! Of course if you’re actually serious about becoming a writer,

then read on for resources and tips to help you with each of these steps.

How to Become a Writer in 10 Easy Steps
(Detailed Version)

Below are ten of the things that I’ve done and members of our Location Rebel

Academy  community have done to hone their writing skills.

1) Become a Better Reader

All of the best writers I know are also voracious readers. The more you read, and

specifically the more books you read, the more you’re exposed to high-quality

writing.

Without realizing this, you are internalizing the elements of the text, and you’ll

slowly find yourself beginning to implement them in your own writing.

Not only this, reading gives you ideas. Lots and lots of ideas. And the more ideas

https://www.locationrebel.com/join/?utm_source=leadmagnets&utm_campaign=askmethod&utm_content=lr-highly-paid-freelancer-48-hours


you have, the easier it becomes to put them down on paper.

Resources for Becoming a Better Reader:

Try These Books – Want to get started reading today? Check out this post

where you’ll find 12 books to help you jumpstart a love of reading (and prepare

you to be a lifestyle entrepreneur).

Goodreads – This is a social network dedicated to reading. Use it to find books

and see reviews, and check out what your friends are reading. You can find quite

a few great books on here you might have never thought about before.

Your Local Library – Yup, libraries are filled with great resources, all for free.

And, most libraries now also feature online books and audio resources in

addition to all the traditional stuff.

2) Write Everyday

As with anything in life, practice makes perfect.

If you limit your writing to 3 tweets a month, you’re probably not going to improve

much.

But if you write every day, you’ll begin to notice the process becoming easier.

Thoughts becoming clearer. And most importantly, you’ll begin to enjoy it more.

It’s always more fun to do things we’re good at. Writing is no different.

A great way to do this is by committing to a certain number of words every day.

Chris shoots for 1,000 words a day. As does Srini. Our community manager

Liz started with 500 and has seen that habit lead to productivity gains in other

aspects of her life as well. LRA member Charles shared how he got a 1,000 word a

day practice going here.

And if you’re someone like me whose entire business is built around a blog and the

internet? Well the more I write, the more successful I become.

Need a little help writing everyday? These 16 writing tools will get you on the right

track.

https://www.locationrebel.com/lifestyle-entrepreneur-books/
https://www.goodreads.com/
https://www.worldcat.org/libraries
http://chrisguillebeau.com/how-to-write-300000-words-in-1-year/
https://unmistakableceo.com/how-writing-1000-words-a-day-changed-my-life-3895f4d045d2#.skn6z58xb
http://lizfroment.com/productivity-and-time-management/
http://www.navidmoazzez.com/how-to-write-1000-words-every-day-and-massively-create-remarkable-content/
https://www.locationrebel.com/writing-tools/


3) Start a Blog

Speaking of blogs, one of the best ways to become a writer, is quite simply

to become a writer!

The fastest way to do this is to start a blog.

Starting a blog completely changed my life. This site began as Location 180 way

back in 2009 and has led to living a life I could have never imagined.

The positive effects of starting happened quickly, tool. Just look at these 56

reasons. I was able to write this less than a year after I began this site.

Not sure what to write about? I wasn’t either. Just go back and look at my Archives

from the Summer of 2009 – I was clueless, and my writing was pretty rough as

well.

But I wrote about whatever I was interested in or thinking about, and over time the

niche and topics began to become clearer, the same will happen for you.

Here’s everything you need to get going: The Step by Step Guide to Setting up Your

First Blog.

4) Read “Everybody Writes” by Ann Handley

When people ask me for steps on how to become a better writer – I always tell

them to read Everybody Writes.

It fully recognizes the concept that we’re always writing, marketing, and promoting

– even if we don’t realize it.

It helps you specifically focus on writing engaging and interesting content that will

do well online.

Other books I recommend on the topic are:

Bird by Bird: Some Instructions on Writing and Life by Anne Lamott

The War of Art by Steven Pressfield

https://www.locationrebel.com/56-reasons-to-start-a-blog/
https://www.locationrebel.com/complete-archives
https://www.locationrebel.com/how-to-setup-a-blog/
https://amzn.to/2fNwviC
https://amzn.to/2eXWMfi
https://amzn.to/2eY41DR


5) Enroll in an Online Writing Course

We just talked about my favorite book for aspiring writers, but what about people

that really want to go all in and truly start honing their crafts?

There are a lot of different courses online for people who want to become writers.

My favorite is CopyHour.

This focuses specifically on how to become a better copywriter, or how to be more

persuasive with your words. It takes a fair unconventional approach, but works and

is how I improved my own skills.

You can find a good list of free online courses to help improve your writing here.

6) Find a Place to Get Real Critiques

This is a problem, not just with writers, but with creatives or business people as a

whole.

Often times it can be difficult to get real feedback from people because those

closest to you want you to feel good.

They would rather be nice and polite than tell you what you really need to hear.

When you’re trying to improve your writing skills, this is horrible. The last thing you

want is to keep repeating bad habits, or spending hours crafting work that isn’t

interesting.

Your mom is probably not the best person to critique your work. Neither is your

significant other.

Find either a business peer or mentor you trust, or you can find communities online

to get real feedback.

Forums for writing critiques:

Location Rebel Academy  – We’re constantly giving our members feedback on

their content writing, their websites, and their approach to finding clients. We’re

http://www.copyhour.com/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/8-free-courses-content-marketing-writing/141242/
https://www.locationrebel.com/join/?utm_source=leadmagnets&utm_campaign=askmethod&utm_content=lr-highly-paid-freelancer-48-hours


friendly, but firm, and while we’ll always complement the things you’re doing

well, we’ll never just tell you what you want to hear.

Writing Forums – These forums tend to focus on fiction writing, but can be a

great place to get feedback on the style of your writing, and to get ideas as well.

Legend Fire – This is a forum specifically for writing critiques. Again it generally

focuses on creative writing but is an excellent starting point.

7) Start Journaling 

This is a common thread I’ve seen among many of my most successful entrepreneur

friends – they journal.

Sometimes just for 5 minutes a day, some for an hour.

Journaling will not only help you organize your thoughts and prioritize tasks or

initiatives but by writing in it on a regular basis, you’re writing will begin to improve.

As we mentioned earlier, the most important thing you can do to become a

writer is to write. Journaling can be an easy way to start doing that, without the

pressure of having to publicize any of it.

Here are three journals I’ve used:

Moleskine – This is the best one you can get for writing, hands down. No

prompts, just empty pages for you to write out your thoughts.

Productivity Planner – This was given to me by a friend of mine, and I think

it’s great. If the idea of writing in a journal every day is intimidating, start with

this. It helps you focus on your daily and weekly tasks. By writing in it daily, you

start to build that habit, which you can, in turn, translate into more freeform

journal writing.

Self Journal – Very similar to the Productivity Planner above, but taking a focus

on gratitude and tracking small actions every day.

I’ve been using my Self Journal for the last month or so.

8) Practice Becoming More Conversational

This might be the best piece of writing advice I’ve ever received. One of the first

guest posts I’d ever written was for the personal finance site Get Rich Slowly.

http://www.writingforums.org/
https://www.legendfire.com/
https://amzn.to/2g7Lp6Y
https://amzn.to/2eTlBWk
https://bestself.co/products/self-journal
http://www.getrichslowly.org/blog/2009/11/15/reader-story-budgeting-for-a-lifestyle-change/


The guy behind the site JD Roth, told me numerous times during revisions, “be

more conversational and relaxed, use more contractions!”

Online the more conversational you are, the easier your writing is to read, the more

relatable and trustworthy you become, and the better your flow of writing

becomes.

Comparing my writing in 2009 to now, you’ll notice many more contractions and a

very conversational tone.

I have JD to thank for that.

9) “Write Drunk, Edit Sober”

This is the famous quote attributed to Hemmingway, that I think has a lot of

validity to it. (Even though most agree Hemmingway didn’t actually coin the term.

Sure you can take it literal if you want, but the way I personally interpret it is let

your writing be creative and free-flowing.

Don’t get bogged down in research, adding links, formatting, or overthinking.

Just write.

Then go back with fresh eyes to add edit, revise, format, and to make sure all of the

claims you made during your initial draft you know, are actually true.

10) Recognize Why You Want to Become a
Writer

There are a nearly limitless number of good reasons to become a writer. 

But you have to know which of those reasons are the reasons that you want to

become a better writer.

As with anything, you can only hone your craft and get better at skills if you have

the proper motivation behind it.

So what is your motivation?

http://moneyboss.com/
http://goinswriter.com/write-drunk/


Is it to write more compelling Facebook posts to prove to your friends how great

your life really is? Is it to get the attention of influencers with your cheeky and

cleverly crafted emails?

Is it to become a world famous sci-fi author?

Whatever the reason is that you’re trying to learn how to become a writer, know

the reason, and focus on it during your quest to improve your skills.

 



Lesson #1: Stop Comparing Yourself to Others

Ooooh boy, this is the biggie and it can be hard to overcome. But, the faster you do

the better off you’re going to be. Here’s the first universal truth: you are never

going to feel good about yourself when you compare where you are now to

someone who is 1, 2, 5 years down the road.

When you do this, you’ve entered yourself in an unfair fight because 99% of the

time, you’re going to lose. And that’s a kick to your psyche before you’ve done

anything. So, stop doing it.

Instead, focus on where you are right now and appreciate how far you’ve come. It

likely wasn’t that long ago that you’d never created a website, sent a Tweet, or

published a post.

Lesson #2: Get Organized

Freelancing Advice: 15
Valuable Lessons You Should
Learn



I know, I know I sound like your mom yelling at you to do your homework. As a

formerly non-organized person who has seen the light, I can’t tell you how

important this is.

Once you start freelancing, you’re going to have a ton of stuff on your plate. A one

person show means everything falls on you, that’s email, social media, pitching

clients, doing work, updating your website, everything. It’s so easy for things to fall

through the cracks because you’re trying to keep your head above water.

You need to find some system that is going to help you get all your tasks out there,

due dates, and contacts in one place. I use Lanes.io and love it, figure out what

works for you and get it up and running as soon as you can.

Lesson #3: Action Beats Research

Back with the action stuff again, huh? Yup, it’s that important. I love this post by

James Clear about motion versus action. Here’s his simple explanation of the

difference between the two:

Motion is when you’re busy doing something, but that task will never produce an

outcome by itself. Action, on the other hand, is the type of behavior that will get

you a result.

http://jamesclear.com/taking-action


A common trap for new freelancers is they spend a lot of time reading and

researching (aka procrastinating). I’m not shaming you, I’ve done it myself. The

problem is unless you are putting what you read into action, it’s not doing anything.

You might feel like you’ve ‘done work’ but you haven’t. Instead, take action.

Lesson #4. Take Action Every Single Day

I never thought I’d be one of ‘those’ people, but now I’m a devotee of a daily to do

list. I know enough about myself and the way I work by now to understand that I

need to have a system in place for getting things done.

For me, that boils down to a weekly ‘main goal’ that is broken down into daily tasks.

Every day, I open up my list and go through the things I have on it one by one.

When that list is done, I get an A+ for that day. If I want extra credit, I can start on

the next day’s list, or I can take the afternoon off, I took action and my tasks are

done.

Doing this gives me 52 mini goals to hit each year. Even hitting 80% of them is a

massive push forward.

Lesson #5: Focus on the Right Things

This ties in with the two steps above about taking action. Notice this is becoming a

theme? I think a lot of beginning freelancers focus on the fluff and not the

important things.

I think a lot of beginning freelancers focus on the fluff and not the important

things. They will spend 5 hours picking website themes or the color of an email me

now button instead of working on the things that are going to push them forward.

I know this well. It’s scary to jump out there and start doing things so you focus on

http://www.locationrebel.com/building-systems/


the things that don’t matter as much because they are easier. It’s a good recipe for

getting nowhere.

Instead, spend your energy working on the things that are going to build your

influence and bring in clients.

Lessons #6: Get Used to Hearing No

When you start freelancing you’re going to strike out more than pickup artist, that’s

a fact. You are going to hear no a ton.

Don’t let that discourage you. Don’t think that everyone is going to tell you no and

it’s pointless. Don’t get down on yourself and give up.

You have to work on forming a thicker skin around rejection. Yea, it sucks, and it

can hurt, but that’s business.

So when you get a no, pick yourself up and move on. Don’t take it personally, more

often than not, you’re just not the right fit at this time. If you keep trying,

eventually, you’ll get to a point where you start hearing fewer no’s and more

yesses.

Lesson #7: Hours Don’t Equal Work

This is another hard one to learn. I think partially it’s because we hear so much now

about entrepreneurship and the hustle, you have to work 20 hour days and never

see your family to make it.

That’s not true and, in fact, that is a really awesome way to burn yourself out and

blow up your burgeoning freelance business. You don’t need to be working that

much, and frankly, you shouldn’t be.

The hours worked don’t count nearly as much as the focused work does. Most

people can get more done in three hours of super focused, no interruptions no

internet type work than seven hours of ‘working’ between listening to a few

podcasts, checking facebook, and researching.

Lesson #8: Breaks are Ok

Not only are breaks ok, they are advised. No matter how awesomely your biz is



running there’s a lot of stress associated with freelancing, even if you don’t always

feel it. A lot of that is due to the pressure of everything being on you.

So it’s really important that you allow yourself to have breaks and even schedule

them into your life. These can be super small like meeting a friend for lunch or a

coffee or taking three or four days to unplug. If you have your business set up the

right way, you can take these breaks and not miss a beat when you come back.

Even though the temptation is there, don’t work 7 days a week to start, build in

time not only for your friends and family but for yourself too.

Lesson #9: Have a Life

Work is not your life and life is not your work. Don’t get so bogged down with

creating a new business that you forget everything else.

Yes, before you complain, growing a business takes time and if you have a full-time

job (like I did when I started mine) it’s already hard to find the time. But you have

to. Don’t ignore friends and family and the things you like to do.

Make time, if it’s once every few weeks or once every few months to spend time

with them without work hovering in the background. Go for walks, enjoy your

hobby, go to the beach in the middle of the week, don’t just sit at your laptop all

http://www.locationrebel.com/relieve-stress/


day.

Lesson #10: You’re Going to Get Overwhelmed

“Not me,” she cried, as she collapsed into a puddle of tears on the co-working office

floor. Yup, you (and you, and you). This is commonly known as ‘being overwhelmed’

and it’s going to happen so get ready for it.

Thankfully, there are a couple of things you can do to lessen this feeling.

First, follow step #8, when you’re exhausted and stressed out overwhelm can strike

really easily.

Second, stop thinking so far down the road. Overwhelm commonly happens when

you focus on step 100 without doing steps 1-99 first. Focus on the step directly in

front of you and get that done, skipping things does not make you money or get

you famous more quickly.

Lesson #11: Practice Self Discipline (and Self Awareness)

If you are someone who needs to be told to do something 15 times before you do

it, things aren’t going to work out so well. You need to be well versed in self-

discipline if you want to succeed as a freelancer and if you’re not, you’ve got to

learn how to start.

Like, right now.

One way to do that is to be self-aware. Understand where your weaknesses lie in

getting things done and work on ways to improve them. It might be as simple as

building that self-discipline muscle up. Or, you might need to hire someone who

can take care of all those tasks that need to get done but you find yourself unable

to do consistently.

Lesson #12: Done is Better Than Perfect

Nothing is ever perfect. Not you, not me, not this post according to someone who

will email me and tell me I spelled something wrong. And guess what? That is ok.

When it comes to this lifestyle, go to the backyard and bury your perfectionism,

otherwise, you’ll never make progress.



And, no, that doesn’t mean you can turn in sloppy work to your clients. With that

stuff, you want to make it as perfect as possible. I’m talking about working on your

own products, projects, posts, and guides.

Don’t wait for everything to be perfect before you share it with the world. You can

always (and should) go back and improve things later.

Lesson #13: Cultivate a Good Reputation

Here’s another universal truth, the online world isn’t quite as big as you think it is.

This is especially true when it comes to certain niches and influencers. So, if you’ve

had a run in with someone that wasn’t a good look on your end, other people are

probably going to hear about it.

This is common courtesy from our kindergarten days, but it bears repeating, don’t

be mean or screw people over. Word travels fast.

If you’ve been burned or feel slighted by someone, take a deep breath and wait a

day before you send that email. It’s natural for our emotions to get the best of us

sometimes, but you don’t want one out of character email because you were mad

ruin all the good work you’ve put in over time.

Lesson #14: Get into a Mastermind or Accountability Group

Taking the leap and joining a solid mastermind group was one of the things I still

point to today as a key to being able to make it as a freelancer. My first group was a

bunch of other Location Rebel members  who are not only all seeing success in

various different areas, but who I’m still friends with today years later.

While the mastermind portion is really important for the business side of things, I

also think it’s key for the mental and emotional side too. Let’s face it, building an

online business still isn’t that common, so having people who understand what

you’re going through is crucial, especially at the start.

Lessons #15: It’s Hard Work

All of this isn’t easy. There is no magic scheme, no simple tool, no special product or

service that is going to turn you into a force overnight. You need to put in a lot of

work on the right path. I think this short video from Noah Kagan touches on the

https://www.locationrebel.com/join/?utm_source=leadmagnets&utm_campaign=askmethod&utm_content=lr-highly-paid-freelancer-48-hours
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ft2BOqLcNSo


hard work part pretty well (NSFW).

Virtually every single ‘famous/rich/happy’ person you see online has put in years

and years of hard work. They’ve taken crappy paying jobs, they’ve dealt with bad

clients. They’ve heard thousands of no’s.

They have also had periods of being overwhelmed, being broke, and have thought

about quitting it all and going back to an office. It might only be for a few moments,

but it’s happened. So, when you feel that way, you’re not alone, we’ve all been

there.

Last Takeaway

So these are my big lessons.

No doubt you have (or will) experience some of these, as well as your own. Just

know that it is possible to get things done and freelance consistently over a long

period of time.

You’ll have your ups and downs but knowing how to get through them can really

make all the difference.

 



Here’s a confession: getting new freelance work can be hard.

Super established freelancers often have this down pat.

But, if you’re new to the game, more often than not it’s this part of the process

that’s going to give you the most frustration.

Which kinda sucks because, you know, it’s preeeeeetttty important!

Without clients, it’s really hard to make any money, unless you’ve got passive

income coming in or a successful hobby hacking business up and running.

The advice can be kind of vague too. Believe me, I know, I’ve given it myself.

Below you’re going to find 12 ways to get more clients and freelance work. These

are real deal, tried and true methods that have worked for me, Sean, and hundreds

of other people in our Location Rebel community. 

You might find a handful stand out to you, or hey, you might have a few other ways

I haven’t mentioned (if that’s the case, feel free to share in the comments!).

Hopefully, with this post, you’re going to come away with some concrete

approaches to getting new clients that you can put into action today.

1. Using Job Boards to Find More Clients

You hear a lot about the UpWork’s of the world, but there’s a whole world

 Actionable Strategies for
Getting More Freelance
Writing Work

http://benguonline.com/passive-income-ideas
https://www.locationrebel.com/hobby-hacking-business/
https://www.locationrebel.com/join/?utm_source=leadmagnets&utm_campaign=askmethod&utm_content=lr-highly-paid-freelancer-48-hours


out there with lots of options. Some courses and groups will post job boards too,

we have a mini job board in Location Rebel Academy, for example.

There are lots of good job boards out there where you can snag some good clients.

I’ve got two clients I’ve been working with for years off the ProBlogger job board.

Remember the main thing with job boards is that you’re competing against a lot of

other people. That means if you send off a cut and paste generic email or cover

letter you’re not going to stand out.

Here are a few things I like to do when applying for work off a job board that has

helped me land some pretty good gigs:

Read all the instructions: Yup, seriously. If someone tells you to put “I love

mangoes” in your headline. Do it.

Think of their needs first: Most of the time, the client doesn’t care about your

hobbies or where you went to school, they want someone who can get the job

done at a high level reliably. Prove you can do that.

Keep it short and to the point: I applied for a job the other day where the

request was to keep my entire ‘pitch’ to 5 sentences. I did that, got thanked for

following directions and have moved on to the second round.

Add value somewhere: Since I’m a writer, I usually pitch content ideas and

sometimes just headlines to make them more intrigued. Take a good look at

their site and come up with 2-3 ways you can help them right now that will

make you stand out.

Work on a good pitch email and save it. You’re going to come back to it often.

Tweak it and keep track of what works and what doesn’t.

Action Step:

Find the best job boards in your industry and schedule time in your calendar each

week to browse them. If you’re a freelance writer, check out some of the boards in

this post on places to find freelance writing work.

2. Friends and Family Often Have More Work
Than You’d Expect

Congrats, you’re in business, so tell people!

https://www.locationrebel.com/writing-jobs-online/


Advertise to your friends and family that you’ve got your own business up and

running and you’re looking for work. At the very start, you might be able to cut a

deal with people where you’ll do a bit of work for a reduced rate. That’s one way to

get going in your freelance career.

Don’t go crazy with this, keep it simple. Remember, outside of the online world

bubble most ‘regular’ people have no idea what you do. So explain it to them simply

in a way that makes it easy to understand.

Here’s an example, set up a Facebook post that says something like:

Hey everyone! For the last few months, I’ve been writing for law firms

and have gotten really positive responses. I’d love to keep expanding my

client base in this area. If you know anyone who has any law firm

connections here, I’d love if you gave me a shoutout.  

Lots of times there will be a friend of a friend who happens to be in need of what

you’re offering. So don’t be shy putting yourself out there. Your friends and family

are going to be great allies in helping you get the word out.

Action Step:

Get connecting. Hop on the phone, send a text, shoot out an email, post on

Snapchat. Let your friends and family know that you’re looking for clients and

would love if they could let people know.

3. Ask Your Network if They Know Anyone Who
Needs Help

This is basically the same as above, but instead of asking friends and family ask

your network. Let people who are in the online world know that you’re looking for

work. Jump on forums, let people in your mastermind group know, post in your

Facebook groups, don’t be shy.

It’s also pretty common for me to get an email from someone in my network asking

if I know someone who can do a small gig or if I know any new writers. So I’ve

recommended people are super active in the LR forums and doing good work (hint,



hint).

Don’t underplay the ability to find small projects from people. Not every job,

especially to start, has to be a five-figure gig. I love taking smaller projects and over

delivering, that puts me in great standing for either more follow up work from the

same person, or I’m at the top of the list of potential referrals.

Start small, knock it out of the park, and you’ll have a much better standing to come

back and ask for more work (more on that below).

Action Step:

Make a list of people in your immediate network who have some online experience

or have a bigger network than you do. Work on building a relationship with them

and then make the ask to see if they need help on any projects.

4. Ask Current Clients for Referrals

This is something I’m kinda shocked that people don’t do more often. If you have

even one client right now who is paying you for your work then you should ask

them if they can refer you to anyone else.

It doesn’t have to be a competitor or even in the same industry. If you’re a writer or

a social media pro, SEO person, or web designer you can do work across a number

of industries.

Here’s a sample letter you can start with. Make sure to tweak it to make it as

personal as possible:

Hi Current Client,  

I’ve enjoyed working with you on your email marketing campaigns. If

you’ve been happy with the work I’ve done, I hope you’d be willing to

pass my name along to anyone else you know who is in need of similar

work. Do you have anyone in mind? 

Thanks.

 A referral is a warm lead. A potential new client is going to be much more receptive



to you if they know you were referred by someone they already know and trust. 

Action Step:

This week (today) ask your current clients for referrals. This post has some good

tips you can use.Then, set a calendar reminder to do the same thing again next

quarter. Repeat as necessary.

5. Ask Current Clients for More Freelance Work

Remember when I said how I love taking on small projects to start? That’s because

it provides the perfect opportunity to ask for more work once the job is done.

I’ve been able to take a number of clients who hired me for one-off writing gigs and

transform them into extended jobs with thousands of dollars of extra work.

For this to work well you need to have a strategy. Mine is to essentially remind

clients that I'm great to work with and deliver good work.

I use a three-pronged approach to set the stage:

1. The primary goal is to deliver what they want. If you can’t do this, they aren’t

going to care about working with you again. I make sure I’m giving them

something that they are going to be really happy with. First impressions matter

here.

2. I surprise and delight. This means I will do something special. That might be

delivering the project a day early or adding something special to the content like

a case study while keeping it the same price.

3. I’m easy to work with. Everyone says this about themselves, but it’s not always

true. That means I respond quickly to emails, communicate effectively, am open

to suggestions and feedback, quickly make any necessary tweaks, and stay

friendly and positive throughout.

Once I’ve done all that it pretty much ensures that the client is happy. Sometimes,

they might offer you more work on the spot. If they don’t, that’s fine, I

always follow up with an email citing all the other ways I can help them.

Something like this:

https://www.thebalance.com/how-to-ask-for-referrals-and-get-more-clients-2948438


Hey Client,  

I know you hired me for one article a month. But, I wanted to also let

you know I can help you with copywriting, email campaigns, ebooks,

white papers and long form guides too. I took a look at the opt-in on

plumbing fixtures, and have a couple ideas on how it could be improved

to really wow readers. Can I send over an outline? 

Thanks,  

You 

Since I’ve already laid the groundwork during the first project, it’s basically like

having a warm lead. A lot of times, this works for me. It might not be right away,

but a month or so down the line they come back for more.

Action Step:

Make a list of your current skillset. Work on expanding on just one or two of them

over time so you’re comfortable offering them since you know you can deliver. Use

these extra skills to help showcase how much extra value you can add to your

client beyond what they hired you for.

6. Keep in Touch with Past Clients

Some clients might work on a project basis. I have one that works this way. He

might send a request for 3-4 things for me to write and call it a day. Sometimes,

I’ll hear back from him a few weeks later with more work, other times it might be a

few months.

When it gets to the two-month range and I haven’t heard from him, I send a super

quick follow up email. It looks like this:

Hey Client,  

Hope all is well. I wanted to check in and touch base. I have some

available time over the next few weeks, happy to get started on any

writing work you might need.  

Liz



You can also try a modified version of asking for more work for this too.

If they don’t have any work at this time, that’s ok (remember, stay friendly!), just

repeat the process at a later date.

Action Step:

Make a list of all the clients you’ve worked with in the past. Send an email to each

of them like the one above asking if they have more work for you. Once any project

finishes set a future date on your calendar to follow up with that client.

7. Being Active on Social Media is a Great Way to
Find Work

Let potential clients know you’re currently for hire on your social media channels

too. Post it in your social media bios. 

If you do a quick search of ‘hire me” on Twitter and click people, you can see all

sorts of bios with people who have that in there.

You can do the same, or set up an automated post that cycles through every few

weeks letting people know you’re for hire and looking for work.

Also, use social media to search for jobs too.

I’ve come across a bunch of potential clients or writing opportunities on Twitter.

Sometimes editors of sites will announce they are looking for pitches and to get in

touch. Some I’ve applied to myself to varying degrees of success. I also try to

re-Tweet anything I see that comes my way and then also post in the LRA forums.

I’ve also really gotten into LinkedIn lately as I’ve been focusing more on B2B

brands. It’s a great place to both find work and build a network. As I’ve written

more content on there I’ve had my connections grow and have been approached a

handful of times about potential writing work.

There’s no rhyme or reason to this exactly, but keep your eyes peeled. And make

https://twitter.com/search?f=users&vertical=default&q=%22hire%20me%22&src=typd
https://www.locationrebel.com/linkedin-profile/


sure you either follow or have created a list of people in your ideal niche. Lots of

times they will share posts from others, so word can spread.

Action Step:

Go to search.twitter.com and do searches of all the hiring phrases you can think of.

Try ‘we’re hiring’ or ‘work with us’ for general searches. Also get specific about

what you’re looking for, i.e. editing, photoshop, translation, etc.

8. Go to Networking Events (Even if You Hate
Networking)

Sean has always been a big proponent of this one. When he was first back from

Asia and looking for freelance SEO work, he’d go to networking events for

complementary industries. He’s told the story of how he went to one meetup for

social media pros and got offered 3 freelance SEO gigs on the spot.

Think about it this way, if you’re a writer looking for a job, you might want to hit up

a graphic design meetup. Chances are these people have clients who are looking

for writers in addition to needing design work.

For freelancing roles like writing, copy, SEO, email marketing, conversion

optimization, web design and development, you can hit up pretty much any sort of

meetup and encounter a few people who are likely going to need your services at

some point.

Action Step:

Scour sites like meetup.com for local events. Starting in your hometown is a great

way to get your feet wet. If you live in or near a big city there will be tons of

opportunities. Also, tap into your chamber of commerce and see what they’ve got

cooking. Any members are all active businesses who are invested in connecting

with other local brands.

9. Special Interest Groups Can Be a Goldmine for
Freelance Jobs

https://search.twitter.com/
https://www.meetup.com/
https://www.locationrebel.com/hometown-business/


It seems counterintuitive, but you can get a lot of freelance job opportunities by

joining groups of people who do what you do. Rather than thinking that you’re

always going to be competing against each other, it’s actually the opposite,

especially with more successful freelancers.

I’m in two groups for writers.

One is paid, so you get a higher caliber of freelancer, everyone in there is a

professional writer who has been doing it for years. Many of them will post up the

information of new people who reached out to them that they can’t take, or old

clients that they are moving on from as they get paid more.

The other is only for women freelance writers. A huge portion of this group is just

posting jobs, some because they are the contact person, others that they happen to

see online. I was able to get on a contributors list for a pretty big name site through

a posting in this group.

Facebook is a great place to start for this. I typed in “Freelance writer” and searched

groups and came across dozens of groups to join.

Do a search for your niche and you’re likely to come at least one group you can

join.

Action Step:

Look for groups in your niche. If they are paid, that can even be better because

people in there are serious about it. Be active in the forums, and helpful. Make

yourself seen and potential work can come your way. If you want to learn more

https://www.facebook.com/search/groups/?q=freelance%20writers


about building a following through Facebook groups, check out this post.

10. Create a Partnership Network

Referrals aren’t just for clients, you can also create your own network around

people with different skillsets. I learned this idea from Peter Bowerman of the Well

Fed Writer, check out this podcast he did on the concept.

If you’re in a mastermind group with a writer, web designer, copywriter, and social

media manager (find more common Location Rebel friendly jobs here), then you’ve

got the makings of the perfect team right there.

Use your group to pass along the referrals of the clients you work with. If you’re a

writer and your client needs a designer, mention you have the perfect person and

so on. You can work out a fee structure if you want, say 15% for referrals to make

sure everyone is getting something out of it.

Action Step:

Make a list of people in your current circle with complementary skills that you can

get one of these networks up and running with. Get in touch and work out an

agreement that is fair to both parties.

11. Cold Pitching

Yuck. No one likes this one, right?

The mere thought of having cold pitching next up on my to-do list after lunch used

to have me shaking.

The truth is, cold pitching is a pretty solid part of any marketing plan. 

As much as everyone hates to do this, it’s part of the business until you have a

stockpile of warm leads to work from. 

If you feel a lot of stress at even the thought of cold pitching, the worst thing you

can do is avoid it.

I really feel like this is like building muscle. You start small, maybe it’s one a day, and

https://www.locationrebel.com/facebook-groups/
http://b2blauncher.com/episode26/
https://www.locationrebel.com/location-rebel-jobs/


build up your confidence (plus your ability to accept rejection) and build from there.

I like to do this by starting locally. At the very least, you have the connection of

living in the same area, that tends to hold more weight to a potential client than a

cold pitch from across the country.

Plus, I’m a big fan of getting in touch with those ‘unsexy’ local brands that can

actually end up being quite lucrative. If you want some advice on your cold pitches,

check out the Bonus section.

Action Step:

Start making a list of local companies to pitch. A great place to get information is by

checking out the website of your local chamber of commerce. Look at sites

like Manta and LimeLeads too. 

12. Apprenticeships or Remote Work

Personally, I’m a big fan of the apprenticeship model (it’s how I got this job!). I think

by working with someone who knows what they are doing as an apprentice you

can actually learn a ton, build a huge network, and get paid at the same time.

Sounds like a winning proposition, right?

So keep your eyes peeled for these because there are a ton of opportunities out

there.

Lots of entrepreneurs today actually advertise for these. A site like Get

Apprenticeship has a newsletter with available listings. You can also build up a

really good relationship with someone whose work you admire and go for the ask

too.

Much the same can be said for remote work. Sometimes, these situations are the

best of both worlds. You can find a steady job but have the freedom to work from

home. These are becoming more and more popular, so don’t discount them as a

viable option!

Action Step:

https://www.manta.com/
https://www.limeleads.com/
http://getapprenticeship.com/


Look for the people who are doing what you’d like to be doing in the future. Don’t

aim for the big shots, but the people who are a few steps ahead of you. Reach out

and start building a relationship so you can ask about being an apprentice. For

remote jobs, pay attention to job boards and social media to start.

Time to Start Searching for More Freelance Jobs!

Hopefully, you now have some good ideas of where to look for clients and some

solid action steps to help you find more freelance work.

The hardest part of doing this is sending out those first few requests. But it’s a lot

like building a muscle, the more you do it, the more second nature it will become.

Make a weekly (yes, weekly) plan to hunt for work. You don’t want to let up on this,

especially at the start, or you’re going to run into dry spells. As you get more

experienced and grab some really good clients, you need to always be looking for

work can dramatically decrease.

 



Are you tired of writing endless proposals on all the big job boards? 

Yes, I was too.

With all the proposals I was writing, it felt like I was spending more time writing

proposals than doing client work. I knew something needed to change so I looked

for a way to hack the system.

I knew if I could find a way to get clients to come to me I could spend less time

writing proposals, get better clients and spend more time working. I decided to

focus my attention on UpWork.

Why UpWork?

Simple.

UpWork has a search engine built into the site. Most freelancers overlook this

because they have never hired anyone through UpWork. Why does this matter?

(Because making more money per project matters. Read about how I make $5,000

per project here.)

UpWork’s search engine lets you look for freelancers specific to your field and

invite them to interview privately. That means you can get work by getting clients

to invite you to jobs instead of posting proposals.

How to Get Upwork Clients

http://livegoldrich.com/strategy-tactics-to-make-5000-per-project/


After a client does a search they are given a list of freelancers that match your

search parameters. UpWork presents the hiring party with multiple options which

they invite to hire using the bright green button on the right.

Now that we understand that, let’s look at how to get UpWork clients to come to

you.

Going All In on UpWork

I decided to do a case study.

I knew I wanted to try something, even though it was nerve wracking.

I could see a dip in monthly income (I didn’t) or lose valuable clients (I actually got

two amazing clients right away).

I wanted to hack UpWork’s search engine so I would get private invitations from

clients. My goal was to make $2,000 a month in invite only work from UpWork.

I used my UpWork profile (in place of one of my students) and went to work.

Why I Chose $2,000 For My Goal

When I started this experiment my goal was to create a significant increase in my



UpWork income. The $2,000 goal seemed reasonable with my hourly rate ($95/hr)

and how many hours a week I actually wanted to work.

I also set $2,000 as my goal to show that UpWork is not a race to the bottom.

UpWork, like many job boards (ProBlogger or Freelancer for example) are actually

great places to increase revenue. Now, there are a lot of people out there who will

tell you that UpWork is simply a low income source.

Not true.

There are tons of freelancers out there who make six figure incomes (or close to it)

each year just using job board sites like UpWork.

The key is to get out of the mindset that you’re not going to find good jobs on the

site. Part of this means accepting that in order to really see success on UpWork,

you have to be willing to put in the work.

If my experiment succeeded I would double my income I got from UpWork without

adding extra hours to my end of week total. Specifically, I wanted the hours I spent

sending proposals and talking with clients to translate to hours worked.

The Results

It took three weeks of editing, rewriting and tinkering before I got results.

Then something amazing happened.

I finished another rewrite, stepped away from the computer to go for a run and

when I came back an hour later I had my first invitation for a job.

Not soon after, my second invitation came in, and many more were to follow. After

weeks of taking notes, editing and making dozens of mistakes I had hacked the

UpWork hidden economy.

Here are two snapshots from invitation only clients. The first snapshot is from that

first invitation!

http://jobs.problogger.net/
https://www.freelancer.com/
http://www.seanogle.com/guest-posts/how-to-make-money-freelancing


The first invitation was a two day project. The client was easy to work with, paid

quickly and left a great review.

This second snapshot is from an ongoing client. I have already booked $4,000 in

work with him and he has two more projects he wants me to work on.

In the last two months (from time of writing this, not publishing) I increased my per

month income by $1,500 bringing my copywriting income to $2,500 a month.

My personal case study worked for a host of reasons. I did quality research, I

constantly updated my methods, I didn’t let self-limiting mindsets arrest my growth

but most importantly I was pro-active.

Pro-active work creates active income.

Sean wrote that active income is the foundation for creating your freedom business

and he was right.

Why I Hacked The UpWork System

Hacking the UpWork system meant I would have larger access to greater freedom. I

love traveling and having the freedom to grow as a digital nomad means I can

http://www.seanogle.com/entrepreneurship/digital-nomad-fail


spend more time doing the things I love.

Like watching the sunset after a long day of mountain climbing:

Or finishing a project before touring ancient Rome:



Or taking time off to get the good work done with Scully:



Want To Increase Your Active Income?

Are you ready to attract active income?

I’ve written up an outline to increase your income, get you better work and get you

spending more time working and less time looking for work.

This short guide will help you hack the private UpWork economy. You will find

three pro tips and my private profile outline I’ve used to book over $5,000 worth of

work without sending out a single proposal in less than a month!

The first three tips are the common mistakes UpWorkers make when creating

profiles.



If you avoid making these mistakes you will be 90% ahead of the competition, be

more appealing to invite only clients and spend more time working and less time

submitting proposals.

My profile outline is the exact approach I settled on when creating my profile. This

outline netted me $6,500 in two months (my regular monthly income from UpWork

for two months would have been around $2,000. As of writing I am close to

booking my third $10,000 month).

3 Common UpWork Profile Mistakes

#1: Having an Unclear Job Title

UpWork has a search engine built into it. To help the search engine find the best

results for clients it introduced job titles into profiles.

Most freelancers on UpWork don’t pay attention to the job title.

Don’t make this mistake.

Look at my job title:

My job title is clear, it communicates exactly what I do and what I accomplish.

When creating a profile to get private invite gigs this is your first line of offense.

Use your job title as a place to both position yourself in UpWork’s search engine

and quickly communicate what you do and what it accomplishes for your client.

#2: Profile’s Don’t Contain Success Indicators

What is a success indicator? A success indicator is something that creates social

http://livegoldrich.com/so-you-want-to-make-2000-a-week-then-read-this/


proof that makes clients understand you know what you are doing and talking

about.

For example: A good copywriter would know and use terms like ‘capture,’

‘conversion,’ and ‘lead generation’ because they reflect what their work does.

Another example would be a personal assistant who communicated they know

how to use multiple email, time log and management systems.

Here is an example of success indicators in my profile:

In this example I use bullet points. I used bullet points after writing a larger letter

where each of these points are included in the text. I shared the bullet points as an

extra tip to be sure and long and short form reader format your profile.

#3: Profiles Don’t Contain Social Proof

Social proof plays a huge role in getting gigs on UpWork.

What is social proof? Social proof is testimonials, reviews or videos people have

given you for your work.

Most freelancer’s either don’t use social proof or use it incorrectly. Here are a

couple common social proof misuses.

The Social Proof doesn’t share specific positive traits employers look for

The Social Proof doesn’t mention results achieved



The Social Proof isn’t that great

There is no Social Proof included (i.e. no testimonials)

Use social proof to position your services as solutions to your clients needs. The

screenshot below shows the first section of my profile. Note the two testimonials

appear above my introduction.

Let’s break down the two testimonials.

The first testimonial is great because it talks about my professionalism on multiple

levels. Any client reading this will be put at ease knowing I am responsible, timely

and can follow directions.

The second testimonial is incredibly short but even better than the first. Why?

Simple.

The second testimonial shows results. If I could only use one testimonial I would

use the second over the first.

Recap:Take care to avoid the three common mistakes all UpWork profiles have.

If you create a profile that:

leverages social proof through testimonials

uses success indicators

and has a clear and searchable work title



You are going to get the attention of clients, be able to charge higher rates and do

the work you want.

Now let’s look at the exact profile outline I use to book private gigs.

My Exact Profile Outline I Used to Book over
$6,000 in Private Invitation Work

The layout of a profile has an effect on the reader.

The easier you make a profile to read the greater chance it will have of getting read.

The more of your profile a client reads the greater chance you’ll have of them

contacting you invite only work.

You might think that a profile outline doesn’t matter. You might think that clients

are only interested in working with freelancers who have high customer rating

scores.

You are wrong.

I have a sub 80% score on UpWork.



That’s a bad score! Having a bad score doesn’t stop me from getting invitation for

great gigs. Why?

My score doesn’t reflect my quality of service.

I communicate the quality of my service by using an amazing profile outline that

even the most resistant clients read and find themselves nodding along to. So how

did I do it?

Simple.

I created a profile outline that anyone can employ, anywhere and despite how bad

their review score is still get invite only high paying gigs.

My profile outline has six parts.



Each part is designed to accomplish three things.

1. Keep the client reading

2. Prove to the client I know what i’m talking about

3. Get clients to respond to my CTA

Step 1: Acknowledge What The Client Wants

Copywriters talk about how great they are. This is a mistake Very few copywriters

talk about what the client wants.

As a copywriter I know the client wants to capture, convert and sale. Identify what

your client wants from you and make that the first sentence your client sees.

Step 2: Supply Relevant Social Proof

I mentioned social proof above. It is important. Use your first sentence or two to

identify exactly what you can do for a client.

Follow this sentence with testimonials from clients that state you have done

exactly that.

Pro-tip: Don’t make up testimonials. Clients will know.

Step 3: Quickly Explain What You Do

Now you are in the body of the profile. Take a moment and explain what you do. Be

quick, terse and to the point.

I use bulleted points to cover everything I do.

This is important. Most readers scan first and read second. Bulleted points capture

and direct attention.

Treat your bulleted points like headlines. If done correctly your bulleted points will

convert short form scanners into long term readers.

Step 4: Re-Explain What you do in Greater Depth



Up till now your profile is convincing the client to read the rest of your profile.

You will now use the main body of your profile to carefully, clearly and concisely

explain what you do (your service), the experience you have and the results you

have gotten.

In my profile I take the bulleted points and expand on what they mean and why it

matters. Each point is also segmented to make for easier reading.

Take time and be very clear on your results and what you specialize in.

Step 5: Book-end Profile With More Social Proof

Your clients have just read your profile. They are interested in your service and

might invite you.

Now is the time to push them over the edge. Book-end your main body with

relevant testimonials.

Step 6: Have a Clear, Quirky Call to Action

The client has come to the end of your profile.

You have acknowledged their needs, leveraged social proof to promote yourself,

caught their attention, held it and pushed them over the edge by giving more social

proof.

Now is the time to close the deal.

Use a clear call to action that speaks to them in a unique way. Your profile made

you stand out from all the other profiles they have read. Now close the deal with

something unique.



My CTA uses a set-up, a follow up and a call to action that is playful, quirky and

unique.

My CTA is ‘Find out why’. It encourages readers to take the next step.

The most successful CTAs focus on getting readers to take the next step. My CTA

doesn’t ask for the sale.

No.

My CTA encourages readers to learn more about what I can do for them and it

does it in a unique and engaging way.

Final Thoughts

Wow that was a lot of information!

You learned what to avoid when creating a profile, how to leverage relevant social

proof, what clients want to see and how to lay out your profile so you get the

attention you want from the right clients.

As a final takeaway let me re-state a key fact.

On UpWork the purpose of a profile and a proposal are the same. You want

interested clients to take the next step.

Avoid hard selling at all costs. Success on UpWork grows from creating situations

for clients to start conversations more than anything else.

 



Every week I get dozens of terrible emails. The scary part is most people don’t have

a clue how badly these poorly written emails are hurting them.

For the last few months Liz and I have been working on a solution to this problem.

We’ve been creating a program that shows you exactly how to write an email that

not only gets opened, but gets a response – in both your personal and business

lives.

To put it simply, email has changed my life. Sending emails has opened me up to

opportunities I simply never thought possible – but if you’re not writing them in the

proper way you’re dead in the water.

Which brings me to our topic:

Cold email.

Everyone hates it, yet it’s one of those things you need to do all the time.

Ever emailed someone asking to write a guest post for their blog?

How about applied to a job online and sent an email with your resume and cover

letter attached?

Maybe you tried to get someone to be interviewed for your podcast?

What about that time you emailed an author to say you loved their work?

Guess what, those are all cold emails.

The Ultimate Cold Email
Checklist



Today we cold email without even thinking about it…and therein lies the problem.

The fact of the matter is, most people are just bad at emailing.

Like, really bad.

Once you get the slightest (and I’m talking real slight here) bit of “internet fame”

you will get a barrage of emails on the regular in your inbox.

About 75% of them will be junk.

I know I’ve gotten an increasing amount of these over the years, and Sean, well he

gets dozens of them every single day – so when we say we’ve seen bad emails…

we’re not lying.

Here’s the bad news…

You’ve probably sent some pretty terrible cold emails. The thing is you might not

even realize you’re sending out bad emails.

So many of the mistakes we see over and over in emails are actually easily

corrected, if you know what you’re looking for.

Here’s the good news…(sort of)

Literally every single person you know has sent some too. Including me. Including

Sean. Including every other person you can think of who you follow online. So,

you’re not alone.

What that does present is an opportunity. You’d be shocked at how many people

take themselves out of the running for a job or connection because of their email.

So, if you can position yourself as someone who is pretty damn good at cold email

(even if it’s only 50% of time), you’re already setting yourself apart.

That means more gigs, better connections, higher chances of getting featured on

that blog or podcast you’ve been dreaming about.

We want to help you stop sending out really bad cold emails.

First, we created a brand new guide on it (more on that later). And second, we



decided to create a checklist, The Ultimate Checklist, to sending cold emails.

Using this checklist is going to help you eliminate the biggest cold email mistakes

we see. Just using this, even if you do nothing else, is going to improve your

approach.

So imagine how awesome your emails could be if you took things to the next step…

But first, let’s dive into the checklist.

#1. Have you triple checked you grammar and
spelling?

This one should be the most obvious. And yet…

Four thousand(!) people responded to this survey question, and almost half of them

responded with poor grammar. So it’s pretty clear, having an email riddled with

poor spelling and grammar mistakes is an issue.

But, amazingly, people still do it all the time.





Here’s a recent example:

Hi Sean,

My name is Joe. I’m a huge fan of your blog and have learned a ton reading it. I’ve

been thinkgn about niching down into blogwriting, specifically targeting travel

agencies.

I’ve been travel blogging for about a year and think I have a good idea of what the

market is right now do you think you could give me a couple of tips on how I can

start reaching out to travel agencies, this is the part of the process where I am

finding myself getting a little bit stuck and unsure about how I should move

forward.

Appreciate your help!

Thanks,

Joe

You don’t need to be a spelling and grammar pro to see some of the glaring

problems in this email. Think Sean is all that interested in investing a lot of time

with Joe?

Now, it’s one thing to be casual with friends and family, I tend to drop my

capitalization when I’m emailing with them. But for a potential client, business

partner, or influencer?

No way.

Ignoring your spelling and grammar automatically makes you look less professional

and credible. I know it sounds harsh, and being a poor speller myself I can get a

little testy at the “grammar police” but there are people out there who will

immediately send your email to the trash if they notice one error.

The way to solve this is simple: re-read your emails before clicking send. Yup, it will

take you an extra five minutes, but it’s likely to save you from further

embarrassment down the road.

#2. Have you kept your email short and to the
point?



If you look back at that pie chart above, you’ll see that while spelling and grammar

is the biggest pet peeve of most people who get cold emails, there is a very close

second: the very long email.

Listen to entrepreneur and investor Guy Kawasaki on this:

Long emails are either unread or, if they are read, they are unanswered … Right now

I have 600 read but unanswered emails in my inbox.

In fact, he goes on to say he thinks emails should be no longer than 5 sentences.

Period.

You would be shocked to find out how many people routinely send 500 (and

longer) word emails to very busy people, clients, and influencers and expect a

detailed response.

Yea, unfortunately, that’s not happening.

If I have a choice between responding to a 100 word email and a 500 word email

that ask essentially the same question, the 100 word guy will get the response right

away. The other one will just have to wait until I have the time or patience to read

something that long and sift through what the actual question or comment is.

Remember, people are busy. You’re probably busy too. Save yourself, and the

person you’re contacting, time and keep your emails short, as in about 150 words

and under. You’re far more likely to have a positive response and move the

conversation forward.

#3. Do you have a clear (and concise) point or
question?

When it comes to the cold email, live by the Rule of One (I’ve made up this rule, but

it’s still important, that’s why I capitalized it). Focus on one thing in the email.

Just One Thing.

That one thing could be getting a potential client to get on the phone with you, it

could be telling a blogger you loved their latest post, it could be asking an

https://www.fastcompany.com/3014857/leadership-now/why-every-email-should-be-5-sentences-long


influencer for a quote to put in your upcoming eBook.

It does not mean:

Asking a potential client to read your 16 page guide to why copywriting is

important, letting them know where you went to college, and oh yes please also

give me a call to discuss my rates.

Telling a blogger you loved their latest post, asking them to check out your post

and tell you what they thought of it, oh and could they tweet it out too?

Asking an influencer for a quote in your upcoming eBook, and by the way could

you introduce me to the last podcast guest you had on, it sounds like we both

love to snowboard.

Nope, nope, nope.

See how it’s very easy to get the One Thing lost in the shuffle when you jam a

bunch of other stuff in there too?

While you think it’s harmless to slip in an extra ask or more info about you, it just

muddies the conversation, it’s more things for the person on the other end to do or

process, and that’s rarely a good thing.

The more information and asks you stuff into your first cold email, the less of a

chance there is you will actually see any results.

#4. Did you avoid any touchy subjects or off color
jokes?

Look, I’m about as sarcastic as it comes and love a good saucy joke, but there is a

time and place for that, and it’s not inside a cold email.

In general, when you send out emails you want to be able to walk the line between

showcasing a bit of your own personality and still keeping things above board. That

means staying away from topics that are touchy subjects and have the ability to

offend people.

You never know what someone might find funny or offensive, that is up to them,



not you. So, if you have even an inkling of doubt as to something that might be

inching up to that line you don’t want to cross, save it.

If you’ve done a good job with your original cold email, and are able to move to the

next stage and develop a relationship then joke around and debate all the topics

you like, just don’t lead off on that foot.

It can not only make you look bad, it can make the other person uncomfortable, or

they could mention your faux pas to some of the other people in their network,

suddenly making you someone no one wants to deal with.

When it doubt, leave it out!

#5. Do you make it easy to say yes?

When cold emailing you want to make it as easy as humanly possible for the other

person to say yes to you.

What that usually means is doing the heavy lifting before you press send. I’m a

huge proponent of research and personalization when it comes to cold email.

Yes, it takes longer. But, in my experience, I get much better results, so I don’t have

to send 100 generic lazy emails and hope for one or two responses, when I can

send 10 well researched and personalized emails and get two or three responses.

Math!

Here’s an example of a content writing post I applied to via cold email where I tried

really hard to make it very easy for the brand to say yes and give me the job.

In the job posting, the brand was looking for someone who could hit a specific list

of qualifications, and the listing also dropped a little Easter Egg in there to refer to

hard cider.

I’ve recreated the email here to remove any information specific to the brand or

myself.

Here’s what I sent:





Subject line: When I drink hard cider, it’s Woodchuck…

Email Body: …but mostly I drink Whiskey. First, on to the job! A little about me:

Native English speaker: Check (if you count Boston accents?)

Marketing blog nerd: Check

Consumes outrageous amounts of content: Check

Able to work and think on my own: Check

Able to absorb data/charts and turn something that seems boring into

something cool: Check

Reliable, responsible, easy to work with, meets deadlines, and follows directions:

Check

Links: (Here, I included three links to posts I had written that touched on three

specific things they mentioned they wanted from the writer). A post that leverages

others for shares. A post that is well researched. A post that explains stuff to

others.

Pitch ideas: (Here, I included the titles of three ideas for posts).

Take care,  Liz

You can see in the email I went through their gig listing and had every part of my

email speak directly to each of their wants and wishes, step by step.

I also took it a bit further and provided them with three pitches for post ideas,

something they hadn’t asked for.

I wanted to make sure that in one quick glance of this email, they found someone

who could deliver everything they were asking for, removing much of the back and

forth.

Here was the response:



Success.

Not only did I get a yes pretty quickly, I actually removed the need for a step, the

Skype interview, and instead got down to writing.

That highlights the power of making it easy to say yes.

Do the hard work for the person you’re reaching out to. Make it an absolute no

brainer to take the next step with you. From there, closing the deal gets much

easier.

#6. Are you using too many exclamation points
and emojis?

I’ve gotten one too many emails where every sentence ends with ! or :D.

Even though using these (especially the emojis) are totally common and acceptable

today, your cold email is not a text message.

Unless the Oxford Dictionary has something to say about that…

An exclamation point here and there is totally fine to really drive something home.

But there is no way you need to put one at the end of every single sentence, or

worse, multiple exclamation points.

Just one will suffice, I assure you!

The same can be said about question marks, though I see this to a lesser extent.

You don’t need to end your email with something like these: I can’t wait for you to

call me!!!!! When can I expect your call???? I hope we have a chance to chat on the

phone

It can not only be a bit of overkill, but to some people I can just seem plain

unprofessional, which is not the first impression you want to be making.

Remember, in the vast majority of cases, you have once chance to hit a homerun

with a cold email, so it’s the very small details that set you apart from everyone

else.



Keep your exclamation points and emojis for social media, where they can totally

enhance the conversation.

#7 . Do you have a call to action?

Nope, call to actions aren’t just for sales pages and copywriting. You need them in

your emails too, especially your cold emails.

This ties right into the concept of making it easy to say yes. How can you make it as

easy as possible for the person you’re emailing to act if you don’t tell them what

you want them to do?

Here are a bunch of common calls to action you’ll likely want to use in your emails:

Click here to schedule a time to chat about your project

Can you let me know if 2pm on Wednesday is a good time to call?

Click the link below to see the checklist I made for your website optimization

Just click reply, and let me know if that testimonial works for you.

See, pretty simple.

You don’t have to go crazy and channel your inner Gary Halbert, you just want to

be able to gently direct the person or brand you’re emailing in the direction

towards taking the next step with you.

Don’t leave it up to them to figure out what they have to do to move forward, or

what the next steps are, or have three back and forth emails to set a call time.

Take it out of of their hands and put it into yours.

#8. Have you made the email all about you?

This one's a biggie.

So many cold emails are all about the person sending them, not about the person

receiving them.



This is a classic error that’s usually done with good intentions. Of course, as you do

your research before you email, find and call attention to things that can help build

a connection, but in your first email keep it brief.

I did that too in the beginning.

When I started in Location Rebel, I jumped into SEO content writing, which

involves a lot of cold emails. I figured, these companies would want to know all

about me before they hired me, right?

So I gave them endless amounts of information, where I grew up, my hobbies (?!),

where I went to college, blah blah blah…

As you can imagine, I didn’t get much in the way of responses.

It wasn’t until I learned that I had to approach cold email in a different way,

focusing the email on the person (or brand) getting it that made the difference.

Look, it’s natural to want to highlight a bit about yourself, but don’t go over the top.

You’d be shocked to see the emails we get where the other person writes a 500

word email where 99% of it is about them, followed by a “big ask.”

Don’t make this mistake.

Keep the email about the person you are trying to connect with: how you can help

them, solve their problems, get them more readers, get them more attention,

highlight how awesome they are, make them more money, etc.

You get the drift.

#9. Did you avoid bulk messaging and spamming?

I know what you’re thinking.

“But, Liz. I work a full time job and I’m trying to get a gig, so I got a list off of Fiverr

with 1,000 companies. I don’t have time to email them all so I sent out 10 bulk

emails of 100 companies each, what’s wrong with that?”

Oof.



Yes, I’ve been there, I know it’s a slog sending out tons of cold emails, especially

when you’re trying to get that first gig.

That’s why we included this one, even though it’s mostly a rookie error.

At first, it feels like a great way to save time. But it also means you’re not going to

get very good results.

Chances are your email is incredibly generic, the same generic email these brands

get from the other 1,000 people emailing them on a daily basis, so you don’t stand

out.

Does this look familiar?

Dear Manager,

I am contacting you about my SEO writing services. I provide excellent articles that

you will be able to send to your clients. I am a native English speaker and an

University graduate. My rate is $20 per 500 word article. I look forward to hearing

back from you.

Thanks,

Liz

Zzzzzzz….oh you’re still reading?

See how useless that email is?

You can spot it as a generic, copy and paste job from a mile away. But that’s not the

only reason why this is bad, it’s also incredibly easy to make a mistake.

A big mistake like not bcc-ing all the companies, so they can all see that you’ve just

sent them a bulk email. That’s happened to more than a few people I know.

Remember, when you send generic bulk messages, you aren’t actually doing

yourself any favors.

The vast majority of time it’s a waste of your time, sure you might get lucky and hit

a client or two, but most of the time I see people give up on the bulk and start from

the beginning with personalized cold emails.



#10. Are you following up?

Just because you sent off your cold email it doesn’t mean your job is done.

Nope, in fact, far from it.

In the case of cold contacting, persistence is your friend.

Let’s face it, people get a lot of emails, they are busy, maybe you sent an awesome

email and exactly the wrong time and it got lost in a vast inbox. So what are you

supposed to do, call it a day and move on to the next?

Of course not, you follow up. It doesn’t have to be anything crazy (or rude or

passive aggressive) understand that sometimes things get lost in the shuffle, and

you’re sending over a gentle reminder about that email.

Here’s what you can use as a quick and easy template:

Hey Sean,   

Sending over a quick follow up to my email last week about guest posting. I know

you’re busy, so I copied the contents of the first email below to save you time

searching. Let me know what you think!

Thanks,

Liz

See, a simple three sentence follow up can get the job done.

If after a few days you still hear nothing, follow up again. Remember that old saying

“the squeaky wheel gets the grease?”

They were predicting cold emails.

Don’t give up on following up.

There are a couple of tools out there you can use that will help you track emails

and remind you of when to follow up. So check out Boomerang, Streak, and

Followup.cc to help streamline and organize your follow up approach.



Welcome!

So, you’ve got your list of places to find writing work. But now what? How do you

actually go about sending a really good pitch that knocks people’s socks off?

Fortunately, we’ve got a few tips. Between us, there’s no doubt we’ve sent

thousands of pitches the last few years, so we have a pretty good idea of what

works and what doesn’t.

Right now, we’re going to make it easy. You saw this graphic from the post:

Bonus: Location Rebel Pitching
Checklist

http://www.locationrebel.com/writing-jobs-online/


Those are the basics. If you just follow those every time, you’re pitches will be

better than most.

Keep reading, and you’ll find a checklist of 18 specific things to keep in mind as you

pitch.

The Ultimate Pitching Checklist



# 1. Have you checked your grammar and spelling?

We don’t want to beat a dead horse with this one, but it’s important. Stop making

stupid mistakes in your emails. Read each one two or three times before you send

it. If you have time, draft your email and then set it aside and come back to it the

next day or a few hours later for a fresh look.

#2. Have you kept your email short?

Stop sending really long emails. Seriously. It’s cool for your friends and family, but

not for pitches. The longer your email, the less a chance it has of being read. Keep it

to a handful of sentences.

#3. Do you have a clear (and concise) pitch?

If you can’t sell yourself in a few sentences, chances are you aren’t going to get the

gig. Don’t send a pitch where the recipient couldn’t read it in 20 seconds and know

that you’re the perfect person for the job. The easier it is to understand, the easier

it is for them to respond.

#4. Did you avoid any touchy subjects or off color jokes?

The very last thing you want to do is make a terrible impression from the start. Yes,

first impressions really do matter. Understand that what might be hilarious to you

or your friends could be super offensive to someone else. Stay in neutral zones, and

if you have any doubt that you might be in a gray area, don’t include it.

#5. Do you make it easy to say yes?

When you send out a cold email you’re looking for a specific result it might getting

a guest post, a gig, or a call scheduled. So you want to make it as easy as possible

for the person who you’re emailing to say yes to what you’re looking for. That

means doing some of the heavy lifting ahead of time.

#6. Are you using too many exclamation points and emojis?

Grammar and spelling aside, you also need to pay attention to things like

exclamation points and emojis. In short, use them very sparingly, if at all. Using a

ton of exclamation points in your email actually reduces the impact of them. And

using emojis can actually make you seem less professional, so keep that in mind.



#7. Have you made the email all about you?

One of the biggest mistakes in pitching is make the email all about you. Your needs,

your wants, your story, why you think you are awesome. Instead, flip the script,

make the email all about the person you are emailing. Not only will it pleasantly

surprise them, but it can get you ahead of the competition.

#8. Did you avoid bulk messaging and spamming?

When it comes to cold emails, we always recommend against both sending spam

messages and bulk messages. The truth of the matter is, they never really work and

end up being a waste of time for both you and the person you’re trying to contact.

So much for being a time saver, right?

#9. Are you following up?

Never ever discount the importance of following up, especially when it comes to

cold email. Until you actually get a no back from someone, don’t assume they aren’t

interested, they might not have gotten around to you yet. After your first email,

follow up again within a week, and then continue doing so on a consistent basis.

#10 Does your subject line get the message across?

If you don’t have a good subject line, then you’re never going to get anyone to

open your emails. So, for many, it’s as important to spend time crafting your subject

line as it is your actual email. Avoid things like “hey or hello” if you can indicate

what email is about in the subject line like: “guest post pitch: email checklist” or “do

you need a content writer?”

#11. Did you leave your contact information?

It should go without saying today, but you need to have your contact information

inside your email. That includes not just your name, but your website, phone

number (or Skype address) and any social media you actively use. Some people will

want to connect with those first before you, so let them see you online footprint.

#12. Are you building trust?

Trust is huge when it comes to building not only a business, but relationships as

well. That’s why you have to try to establish trust from the very start of your first

email. Position



yourself as someone who is honest and genuine, put forth a good effort to building

trust and you’ll see much greater success.

#13. Are you avoiding “weak words”?

Part of sending pitches is convincing the person on the receiving end that you’re

someone who is desirable to work with. Some of that has to do with psychology.

When you’re selling yourself be confident, don’t use words like “maybe, just, I

hope,” etc., because they end up projecting uncertainty, even if you don’t mean it.

#14. Did you include personalization?

You have to put the time into personalizing your cold emails. Even if you can’t find

much of anything out there about them, at the very least make sure you get a

name, don’t go with a “Dear Sir.” The little bits of personalization you can add to

any email is going to really shine through, especially compared to the rest of the

competition.

#15. Have you established your credibility?

When you can, work to establish your credibility from the jump in your pitch. That

means highlight any relevant information that would be of interest to the person

you’re emailing. Things like how you’ve helped increase traffic, or social shares, or

brought in more clients. Any useful data points that show success.

#16. Did you highlight any personal connections?

If you have any personal connection at all to the person you are cold emailing,

highlight that in your email. It could be a professional connection, a mutual friend,

even a shared home area, you never know what can trigger a positive response.

Plus, having a personal connection can usually automatically help establish

credibility and trust.

#17. Are you sending your emails at the right time?

Another factor that can be more of a factor in your emails than you think is the

timing. Send your email so it lands in your prospects inbox at 430am on a Saturday

morning and you’ve might have sent yourself to email purgatory. Instead, plan out

for common times like 9 or 10am, around lunch time, or late afternoon in their

timezones.



#18. Did you get the name (or company) right?

You’d be surprised at how often this happens. Emails get sent out all the time that

are actually addressed to the wrong person or company, this something that’s really

easy to do

when you’re using an email template. So, make sure to double check you have the

right person and the right brand name before you click send.

Put These to Use

There you have it, tips to ensure your pitches are going to help you actually see

results.

 



It’s no secret that my favorite bridge business to help people pursue is freelance

writing.

Why?

Because most of us already have a basic proficiency in writing, there’s a huge

demand for writing services, and it’s a great way to build your online skills, your

confidence, and some income in the process.

And if you’re not a good writer? Then start with this post on How to Become a

Writer at the start of this guide.

Here’s the deal though:

Most people make crucial mistakes that are keeping them from actually getting

work. I’m always shocked by how often I see these things happen, considering how

obvious they seem.

The good news though, is that if you’re one of the very few people who don’t make

these mistakes? You’ll be rolling in work before you know it.

Watch this video to learn in detail, the 10 things you should be doing if you want to

have more writing clients than you know what to do with.

How to Find Writing Clients

The video above covers these topics in much more detail, but if you’re just looking

for the tl;dr version, then here you go!

Bonus: 9 More Tips for
Getting Writing Jobs

https://www.locationrebel.com/how-to-become-a-writer/


Check it out here: 

  

#1) Have a Personality

One of the biggest mistakes people make is that they think they need to be

“professional”. So out of the gate, they’re very rigid, formal, and their freelance

services site looks just like every other writer’s out there.

People want to work with people they like and have rapport with – and the only

way to build rapport? Is to have personality.

#2) Don’t Use Mail Merge. Ever.

I’m not sure why people still think it’s a good idea to write a template email, get a

list of hundreds of people, mail merge the names, and then send it out.

Do you really think that’s going to get a positive response or lead to work?!

Newsflash: It won’t.

#3) Do Research On the Person You’re Emailing

So what do you do instead of bulk emailing every potential client you’ve ever come

across?

Here’s a novel idea: you research the person you want to work with, and then send

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQuVowJ04Lg
https://www.locationrebel.com/freelance-website-checklist/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQuVowJ04Lg


them a personal, thoughtful email.

The chances of finding work from sending five thoughtful emails is better than

sending 500 template emails.

It takes time and effort to find qualified people, and do that research – but

remember, this is what separates the people seeing success from those who aren’t.

Additional Resources:

Email Hunter Chrome Extension – Find the email addresses for the specific

content you’re looking for.

#4) Be Consistent With Your Pitches

For as long as you’re a freelance writer, you should always be seeking out work –

because as every writer knows, there will be a time, where it will all dry up.

So every single day, set a side a block of time to reach out, make connections, and

look for work. Trust me, you’ll be glad you did. And best case scenario? You

have too much, and you can hire it out to someone else and make a nice little cut.

#5) Expand Beyond Upwork

Upwork is the most popular site out there for freelancers. But did you know there

are dozens of other great, lesser known places to find work?

Make a habit of frequenting those and you’ll find a goldmine of opportunity that

the casual freelance writer won’t know a thing about.

Additional Resources:

105 Places to Find Writing Jobs Online in 2018

#6) Make Sure Your Site Looks Legit

Let’s put it bluntly: would you want to hire someone who’s website looks like it was

designed by an 8 year old?

Probably not.

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/hunter/hgmhmanijnjhaffoampdlllchpolkdnj?hl=en
https://www.locationrebel.com/writing-jobs-online/


Technology has come a long way so creating a decent looking website these days

isn’t very hard. Spend a bit of time to make sure yours looks good.

Additional Resources:

How to Setup Your First Blog <–Step by Step how to get going

How to Create a Freelance Services Website <–Similar to the post above, but

specifically focused towards freelancers

The 60 Minute Blog Audit <–Once it’s setup, use this to make sure things are in

tip top shape.

#7) Create a System and Follow Up

Here’s another place where most freelance writers completely miss the boat (or any

freelancer for that matter): they don’t follow up.

Often times you won’t get a response on the first go. Or even the second or third.

This is why following up is so important. And to do this properly, you need a system

that makes it easy. 

Luckily, you don’t need to reinvent the wheel on this one. This is the strategy we

use (and love):

How to Use Streak for Gmail (And Why It’s a Freelancer’s Best Friend)

#8) Don’t Pigeon Hole Yourself

It used to be that for people just starting out writing online, you would jump into

“seo writing”. The problem is, that term has basically gone away and has some very

negative connotations these days.

So instead of pigeonholing yourself into just one type of writer, we suggest using a

broader title like “content writer” as that can span multiple spectrums and client

needs.

Additional Resources:

How to Make $3,000 in 2 Months SEO Writing <–This is an older post, but even

though the term is out of fashion, the process basically still works for lower paid

https://www.locationrebel.com/how-to-setup-a-blog/
https://www.locationrebel.com/freelance-writing-website/
https://www.locationrebel.com/blog-audit/
https://www.locationrebel.com/streak-for-gmail/
https://www.locationrebel.com/seo-writing-for-beginners/


writing jobs.

#9) Read Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion

It’s not a book on finding clients, growing a business, or especially about becoming

a better writer. But it’s one of the few books I know of that, if taken to heart, will

help you do all of these things.

Buy Influence by Robert Cialdini

—

And that’s it, if you do these 9 things, I guarantee you’ll give yourself a better

chance of finding consistent, well-paying writing work that will allow you to work

from anywhere and spend more time doing the things you love.

 

https://amzn.to/2GEq0vx


Start Today
The absolute best thing you can do to start this process is

to do just that: start.

I started a lifestyle business to give myself the freedom,
flexibility, and money to be able to pursue the lifestyle I

had always dreamed about.

If you're looking to make a change, want more freedom,
flexibility, and ultimately control over your life, let's take

this a step further.

I created a course just for you: Location Rebel Academy.
Click below to check it out.

If you have any questions about it just shoot me an email
at team@locationrebel.com

After all, there are only seven days in a week, and
someday isn’t one of them.

Check out Location Rebel Academy Here.

https://www.locationrebel.com/join/?utm_source=leadmagnets&utm_campaign=askmethod&utm_content=lr-highly-paid-freelancer-48-hours

